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Abstract: Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) were synthesized using watermelon rind waste as a
photoluminescent (PL) agent for ferric ion (Fe3+) detection and in vitro cellular bio-imaging. A
green and simple one-pot hydrothermal technique was employed to prepare the GQDs. Their
crystalline structures corresponded to the lattice fringe of graphene, possessing amide, hydroxyl, and
carboxyl functional groups. The GQDs exhibited a relatively high quantum yield of approximately
37%. Prominent blue emission under UV excitation and highly selective PL quenching for Fe3+

were observed. Furthermore, Fe3+ could be detected at concentrations as low as 0.28 µM (limit of
detection), allowing for high sensitivity toward Fe3+ detection in tap and drinking water samples.
In the bio-imaging experiment, the GQDs exhibited a low cytotoxicity for the HeLa cells, and they
were clearly illuminated at an excitation wavelength of 405 nm. These results can serve as the basis
for developing an environment-friendly, simple, and cost-effective approach of using food waste by
converting them into photoluminescent nanomaterials for the detection of metal ions in field water
samples and biological cellular studies.

Keywords: photoluminescent graphene quantum dots; watermelon rind waste; hydrothermal
treatment; Fe3+ detection; cellular bio-imaging

1. Introduction

The population increase in South Korea has led to massive agricultural production
and increases in the daily domestic consumption, which, in turn, has caused the gener-
ation of high volumes of food waste. Food waste disposal has thus become an issue of
significant concern in the country. As is well-known, food waste contains high amounts of
organic components, making its treatment and disposal expensive and energy-intensive [1].
In addition, landfills and incineration may give rise to other environmental issues, includ-
ing the emission of toxic gases into the atmosphere and contamination of surface waters,
groundwater, and soil [2]. Therefore, food waste re-generation and recycling of food is
currently receiving considerable attention as a critical, albeit challenging, topic in the field
of environmental science and engineering. Ferric ion (Fe3+) is the one of the trace elements
readily found in natural waters and is a common heavy metal contaminant in drinking
water and tap water [3]. The intake of high levels of Fe3+ results in malfunctions of human
organs, disrupting the physical and chemical processes [4]. Therefore, in the interests of
public health, Fe3+ detection in water should be rapid and effective. To quantify the Fe3+
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content in water, techniques, such as Mössbauer spectroscopy and inductively coupled
plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy, have been proposed [5–7]. However, these tech-
niques are characterized by certain limitations, including extensive time consumption and
the requirement of highly technical skills, resulting in high costs for analytical operations.

In recent years, nanocarbon materials, such as carbon dots (CDs) and graphene quan-
tum dots (GQDs), have garnered more attention. Owing to their excellent photostability,
outstanding biocompatibility, high dispersibility in aqueous media, and non-toxicity, these
have diverse applications, such as photocatalysis, energy production, gene therapy, drug
delivery, and cancer therapy [8–17]. Additionally, nanocarbons possess strong fluorescence
characteristics and can be used as excellent photoluminescence (PL) probes for ion de-
tection and cellular bio-imaging [18–24]. Nanocarbon materials have also been reported
to be derived from food waste, such as pomelo peels, prawn shells, lemon peels, fish
scales, bamboo leaves, and peanut shells [25–30]. According to the annual report of the
Ministry of Environment of Korea, 14,389 tons of food waste are generated every day in
South Korea [31]. Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) is extensively consumed in South Korea
in the summer season. Watermelon rind as food waste contains high amounts of pro-
teins, cellulose, pectin, citrulline, and carotenoids [32]. These compounds can be useful as
nitrogen- and carbon-rich precursors for preparing nitrogen-doped carbon dots (N-CDs).
Interestingly, it has been reported that N-CDs can serve as a superior detector for mercury
(II) ion by the annihilation of nonradiative charge-carrier recombination through effective
energy or charge transfer [33]. Abundant phenolic and hydroxyl groups on the surfaces
of the GQDs could react with Fe3+, which facilitates charge transfer and thus restricts
exciton recombination [34,35]. Through the interactions between these functional groups
on GQD surfaces and Fe3+, the PL intensity can be significantly quenched by Fe3+. Thus,
the GQD PL probe can be utilized as an efficient Fe3+ detector allowing for its widespread
use in field applications. Furthermore, this strategy allows the food waste to be used as a
cost-effective precursor in the synthesis of GQDs.

Herein, an eco-friendly and simple one-pot hydrothermal technique for the re-use
of watermelon rind waste to prepare highly photoluminescent GQDs is presented. The
surface morphology and chemical composition of GQDs were symmetrically characterized,
and their optical and PL properties were studied to access their interfacial potential in Fe3+

detection. The findings of this study are expected to provide a basis for the (i) synthesis of
GQDs via a simple technique, (ii) utilization of food waste as an green and cost-effective
option for GQD synthesis, and (iii) application of the as-synthesized GQDs as highly
sensitive and performance-efficient carbonaceous precursors for metal ion detection in
water and excellent biocompatibility in cellular bio-imaging applications.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation and Characterization of GQDs

Watermelon rinds were obtained from a local market in South Korea and washed
using Milli-Q water several times prior to being frozen in a refrigerator for 24 h. The frozen
watermelon rinds were homogenized using a blender (DB5000A, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) operated at 240 strokes/min. The rinds (0.2 g) were then transferred to
a 100 mL Teflon-lined autoclaving tube, heated at 160 ◦C for 12 h, and then cooled down to
20 ◦C. After the hydrothermal process, the obtained solution was filtered through a 0.45 µm
filter paper (Whatman, Buckinghamshire, UK) to remove any solid residues. The resulting
reddish orange solution was then dialyzed via dialysis tubing (3.5 kD, Spectrum Lab. Inc.,
New Brunswick, NJ, USA) against Milli-Q water for 24 h to remove any further impurities,
and aqueous GQDs were finally obtained as shown in Figure 1. Detailed information for
all reagents and instruments used in this study is provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 1. Preparation of GQDs from watermelon rind waste through the hydrothermal technique.

2.2. Quantum Yield Evaluation of GQDs

The quantum yield (QS) of GQDs was determined as per a report by Xu et al. [33].
Quinine sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in a 0.1 M H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich)
solution was used as a reference fluorophore of the known quantum yield (QR = 0.54 at
365 nm). The QS of GQDs was calculated as follows:

QS = QR
IS ARnS

2

IR ASnR2 , (1)

where I, A, and n represent the measured integrated emission intensity, absorption intensity,
and refractive index, respectively. The subscripts “S” and “R” refer to the sample (GQDs)
and standard reference (Quinine sulfate), respectively. The amount of GQDs contained in
the solution was determined after solidification by freeze-drying. The solution contained
3 mg of GQDs in 10 mL.

2.3. Detection of Metal Ions in Aqueous Solution by GQDs

For the detection of Fe3+, a 1 mL aliquot of GQD solution (1 ppm) was prepared
and mixed with 1 mL of various concentrations of Fe3+ in 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer solution
(pH 7.0, Sigma-Aldrich). After 5 min, the mixed solution was examined by fluorescence
spectroscopy, and the excitation wavelength 365 nm was used. To gain further insight into
the selective detection of GQDs, various metal ion solutions (Mn2+, Cu2+, Mg3+, Co2+,
Cd2+, Ba2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+) were prepared and examined via a procedure similar
to that employed for the detection of Fe3+.

2.4. Detection of Fe3+ in Tap and Drinking Water Samples by GQDs

To verify the PL probe performance for the detection of Fe3+ in practical applications
(household use), the GQDs were applied to water samples (tap and drinking water samples
with no pretreatment, n = 3, respectively) collected from a household area. Fe3+ solutions,
with varying concentrations of the ion, were added to the water samples and the PL
emission spectra were monitored via fluorescence spectroscopy.

2.5. Cytotoxicity Test and Cellular Bio-Imaging

The cytotoxicity of GQDs on HeLa cells was evaluated using the methylimidazole
tetrazolium (MTT, Sigma-Aldrich) cell viability assay method. The cells were seeded on
96-well plates at 1 × 105 cells/well in 100 µL of cell medium containing 10% phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4, Sigma-Aldrich). The plates were cultured at 37 ◦C in a
humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere. After 12 h, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM,
Sigma-Aldrich) was removed, and then cell medium was added, which contained different
concentrations of GQDs ranging from 0.5–3 mg/mL. The cells were further incubated
for 12 h. Then, 20 µL of MTT solution (5 mg/mL) was added to each well following
incubation for 4 h. After removing the culture medium, 150 µL DMSO solution was
injected to each well. The untreated HeLa cells were used as the control sample, which was
treated under the same conditions. The absorbance of each well was measured at 490 nm.
The optical density (OD) of the mixture solution was measured using the Microplate Reader
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Model (Spectra Max M2, Molecular Devices, CA, USA) three times. The cell viability was
calculated using Equation (2) as follows [36];

Cell viability [%] =
ODTreated
ODControl

×100, (2)

To investigate the fluorescence imaging of GQDs, HeLa cells at an initial density
of 1 × 105 cells/well were seeded and cultured in the same way as for the cytotoxicity
assay process. After the cells were plated, the culture medium was replaced by 2 mL of
fresh medium 0.1 mg/mL GQDs, and 30 µM PBS was introduced and incubated for 6 h.
To prepare for the confocal imaging experiments, the cells were rinsed three times with
the PBS buffer to remove the free GQDs, followed by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich) solution for 15 min and then rinsed twice with the PBS buffer. The fluores-
cence was observed using a confocal laser scanning microscope at an excitation wavelength
of 405 nm (Olympus FV-1200-OSR, Oylmpus, Tokyo, Japan).

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Characterization of GQDs

The GODs were formed by a sophisticated process that involves a complex interac-
tion among the resource compositions and internal synthesis environments. During the
hydrothermal process, the watermelon rind, as a carbonaceous and nitrogenous source,
was heated to a mild temperature. The large carbon and nitrogen cores, such as cellulose,
proteins, pectin, citrulline, and carotenoids as starting materials, were disintegrated to
small carbon and nitrogen cores, reacted with each other, and then formed into GQDs [37]
as illustrated in Figure 1. TEM characterization of GQDs was conducted to investigate the
surface morphology and size distribution as shown in Figure 2. The TEM image showed
spherical particles (average diameter of 6.46 nm) in Figure 2a and the relative crystal struc-
ture with a lattice spacing of approximately 0.22 nm in Figure 2b, which corresponds to the
(1120) lattice fringe of graphene [38].

Figure 2. (a) TEM image and the size distribution (inset) of GQDs and (b) HR-TEM image of GQDs
and a lattice spacing of approximately 0.22 nm.

In order to reveal the surface functional groups of GQDs, FT-IR and Raman analyses
were performed as exhibited in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 3a, the FT-IR spectrum was
observed the broad absorption band at around 3150–3400 cm−1. This indicates that the
N-H bonding formed as a result of the incorporation of nitrogen atoms into GQDs (N-H
bond) and the hydroxyl group (-OH) [39]. The detected peak at around 1600–1675 cm−1

corresponds to the C=C aromatic and C=O carboxylic groups [40]. The observed Raman
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spectrum of GQDs (Figure 3b) revealed the typical characteristics of graphene at 1344 cm−1

and 1597 cm−1, corresponding to the D and G bands. The D band was assigned to the
structural defect of hexagonal graphitic layers in plan C=C (carboxylic functional group),
while the G band was attributed to sp2 carbon-type structure [41]. The second order features
corresponding to 2D and D+G bands were observed at 2633 cm−1 and 2927 cm−1, respec-
tively. Along with FT-IR and Raman, this indicates that the amide, hydroxyl, and carboxylic
functional groups were predominant in GQDs.

The surface chemical composition of GQDs was further identified using XPS (Figure 3c).
Strongly identical components were observed at 286.08, 400.08, and 532.08 eV, correspond-
ing to theC 1s, N 1s, and O 1s peaks, respectively. This suggests that the major compositions
of GQDs contain carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen and that the constitution of GQDs is free of
contaminants. As evident from the high resolution of the deconvoluted C 1s peak, there
were four peaks located at 283.12, 284.00, 285.81, and 288.17 eV, corresponding to C=C, C-N,
C-O, and C=O, respectively [40]. In addition, the deconvoluted N 1s spectrum showed two
peaks, which were ascribed to N-H2 (398.52 eV) and N-C (400.48 eV) [40]. This indicated
the the presence of both pyridine and pyrrolic N atoms on the surface of GQDs, which
originated from the disintegration of large carbon and nitrogen cores, such as cellulose,
proteins, pectin, citrulline, and carotenoids, and the re-formation of N atoms on the GQD
surface [37,42]. These results were in good agreement with the FT-IR and Raman results,
confirming that the simple one-pot hydrothermal technique could successfully synthesize
GQDs in the presence of amide, hydroxyl, and carboxylic bonding groups. The quantum
yield of GQDs was determined using quinine sulfate as a standard reference (54% in 0.1 M
H2SO4); it exhibited a high quantum yield of approximately 37% as shown in Table 1.

Figure 3. (a) FT-IR spectra, (b) Raman spectra, and (c) broad range XPS spectra of GQDs, the inset:
the deconvoluted C 1s and N 1s.

Table 1. Quantum yield of GQDs.

Sample Integrated Emission
Intensity Absorbance at 365 nm Refractive Index of

Solvent
Quantum Yield at

365 nm

Quinine sulfate 30,110 (IR) 1.59 (AR) 1.33 (nR) 0.54 (QR)
GQDs 7593 (IS) 0.59 (AS) 1.33 (nS) 0.37 (QS)

Note: I, A, and n represent the measured integrated emission intensity, absorption intensity, and refractive index,
respectively. The subscripts “S” and “R” refer to the sample (GQDs) and standard reference (Quinine sulfate)

The optical properties of GQDs were further evaluated by UV visible and PL spec-
troscopy as demonstrated in Figure 4. UV-visible absorption spectra (Figure 4a) showed
two prominent absorption peaks at 334 nm and 468 nm, attributed to the π − π∗ transition
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of sp2 hybridized nanocarbon and the n−π∗ transition of nitrogen group on GQD surfaces,
respectively. These were attributable to the existence of N-H and hydroxyl and carboxylic
bonding groups on GQD surfaces. In addition, UV-visible absorption spectra also exhibited
a strong PL emission band at 446.5 nm under UV light irradiation at 365 nm.

To further examine the excitation-dependent PL characteristics, the excitation wave-
length was varied from 340 to 480 nm as demonstrated in Figure 4b; the maximum PL
intensity of GQDs under different excitation wavelengths was clearly observed in the
narrow range from 441 nm to 460 nm, and the PL intensity decreased as the excitation
wavelength increased.

Figure 4. (a) UV-vis absorbance spectra of GQDs and (b) PL emission spectra of GQDs at different
excitation wavelengths.

3.2. Detection of Fe3+ in Water Samples

To thoroughly investigate the selective detection of metal ions, the PL intensity at
446.5 nm of GQDs mixed with various metal ions was detected using the excitation wave-
length of 365 nm (Figure 5a). Figure 5b shows the fluorescence intensity ratio (F/F0)
histogram of GQDs at 100 µM of various metal ions. It can be seen that the PL quenching
of GQDs with the addition of Fe3+ showed a significant change, while with the addition of
other metal ions, only slight PL quenching was observed.

Notably, the PL intensity was decreased to 43% with 100 µM of Fe3+, while slight
or no alteration in PL intensity was observed in the presence of other metal ions. This
indicates that the GQDs can be applied as an effective Fe3+ detector using the PL quenching
technique. Figure 5c shows that the PL characteristic of GQDs was quenched with different
Fe3+ concentrations; the intensity decreased with an increase in the Fe3+ concentration.
The PL quenching characteristics of GQDs were analyzed using the Stern–Volmer equation
as follows [40];

F0

F
= 1 + Kq[C], (3)

where F0 and F represent the fluorescence intensities of GQDs in the absence and presence
of Fe3+, respectively; Kq is the quenching constant of Fe3+; and [C] is the concentration of
Fe3+. According to Equation (3), Kq can be evaluated by the conventional extrapolation of
the plot between F0/F and Fe3+ concentration (Figure 5d).

A Stern–Volmer plot at lower Fe3+ concentrations (0–5 µM, F = 1.009 + 0.024C) with
R2 = 0.99 (Figure 5d, inset) shows a more linear characteristic compared to that observed
for the full Fe3+ concentration range of 0–100 µM (F = 1.039 + 0.013C) with R2 = 0.99.
Based on the results, the limit of detection (LOD) of Fe3+ using GQDs was calculated to be
0.28 µM, following the IUPAC 3σ criterion [43]. The hydrothermally prepared GQDs from
watermelon rind waste in the present study for Fe3+ detection showed a lower LOD when
compared with previous reports (Table A1).
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The quenching mechanism of Fe3+ was evaluated using UV-visible spectroscopy.
The GQDs solution with the presence of Fe3+, the adsorption peak at 334 nm was shifted
to 290 nm and the minor adsorption peak at 468 nm disappeared as shown in Figure A1a.
In order to further clarify the interaction between GQDs and Fe3+, the resolved fluorescence
decay profiles were evaluated by time-correlated single photon counting with a Spex
Fluorolog-3 (Figure A1b). The average lifetime (τav) was calculated using Equation (4) as
follows [44];

τav =
∑x

n=1 αnτn
2

∑x
n=1 αnτn

, (4)

where αn is the percentage of the decay lifetime of τn and n is the decay time. The fluo-
rescence decay curve was fitted by applying a tri-exponential function. The calculated
average lifetime was summarized as in Table A2. It can be seen that the average lifetime
of GQDs (6.94 ns) is smaller than that of GQDs with the presence of Fe3+ (5.18 ns). This
was attributable to the nonradiative electron of GQDs, which were moved from the excited
state to unoccupied orbit of Fe3+ and the effective coordination or chelation between Fe3+

and various amide, hydroxyl, and carboxylic functional groups on the surface of GQDs,
and this facilitated the fluorescence quenching [19,45,46].

Compared with the previous researches demonstrating nanocarbon-based PL detection
of Fe3+ (Table A1), GQDs derived from waste watermelon rind were found to have superior
features in terms of increased sensitivity to Fe3+ (lower detection limit), cost-effectiveness
with the utilization of food waste, performance-efficiency, and simplicity of the green and
one-pot synthesis technique.

Figure 5. (a) PL response of GQDs with various metal ions under an excitation wavelength of 365 nm
(top: under visible light; bottom: under UV light), (b) fluorescence intensity ratio (F/F0) of GQDs
at 100 µM of various metal ions, (c) PL intensity of GQDs with the addition of Fe3+ in various
concentrations, and (d) PL intensity of GQDs with different concentrations of Fe3+ (0–100 µM),
the inset: the plot of the GQD PL intensity with low concentrations of Fe3+ (0–5 µM).

Further applicability of the as-prepared GQDs based on PL detection of Fe3+ was
tested using tap and drinking water. GQDs solution was added to the water samples
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containing various concentration of Fe3+ and the PL emission spectra were observed.
The concentrations of Fe3+ in the real water samples were evaluated using the linear
equation from Figure 5d. The results are shown in Table 2.

The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the Fe3+ concentration in the real water
samples was found to be less than 1%, indicating that the GQDs prepared using waste
watermelon rinds can be utilized as a PL probe to detect Fe3+ in the real water samples.

Table 2. Fe3+ concentrations and recovery percentage in tap and drinking water samples.

Sample
Standard Fe3+

Concentration
(µM)

Detected Fe3+

Concentration
(µM)

Recovery
Percentage of

Fe3+ (%)

Relative
Standard

Deviation (%)

Tap water 80 77.63 97.04 0.68
78.51 98.14
77.55 96.94

50 47.83 95.66 0.98
48.02 96.04
48.72 97.45

10 9.55 95.47 1.12
9.67 96.74
9.76 97.63

Drinking water 80 78.66 97.04 0.68
77.58 96.98
78.03 97.54

50 48.93 97.86 0.34
49.06 98.12
48.73 97.46

10 9.72 97.23 0.50
9.74 97.36
9.57 95.68

3.3. Cytotoxicity Test and Cellular Bioimaging

A standard MTT assay was performed to evaluate the cell viability with different
concentrations of GQDs on HeLa cells (Figure 6a). GQDs showed more than 80% cell
viability at concentrations up to 3 mg/mL after 24 and 48 h. This result indicates a low
toxicity to HeLa cells and excellent biocompatibility of GQDs in bio-imaging applications.
To investigate a practical cellular bio-imaging application, GQDs were used as photolumi-
nescence agents in in vitro cellular bio-imaging. Confocal laser scanning microscopy was
conducted to image of the HeLa cells with GQD uptake. GQD penetration into the cells
through the ion channels and aquaporins of the cell membrane may be influenced by the
electric charge/concentration gradient [47].

The HeLa cells were clearly illuminated under an excitation wavelength of 405 nm.
When compared with a bright-field micrograph (Figure 6b), GQDs were mostly dis-
tributed in the cell nucleus area without accumulating on microtubules and cell membranes
(Figure 6c). These results, therefore, suggest that GQDs are a candidate material with
excellent biocompatibility for cellular bio-imaging applications.
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Figure 6. (a) Cellular cytotoxicity of (GQDs) towards HeLa cells using an MTT assay and micrographs
of HeLa cells under (b) bright-field and (c) 405 nm of excitation wavelength illumination.

4. Conclusions

A green and simple one-pot hydrothermal technique was used to prepare GQDs with
a relatively high quantum yield (c.a. 37%) from watermelon rind waste. Their structures
corresponded to the lattice fringe of graphene and possessed various functional groups.
GQDs exhibited blue emission under UV excitation and highly selective Fe3+ detection
with a low concentration when tested using tap and drinking water samples. GQDs were
also successfully applied as a photoluminescence agent in in vitro cellular bio-imaging
with a low cytotoxicity. Hence, the GQDs prepared in our study can be used as non-toxic,
highly biocompatible, cost-effective, and performance-efficient precursors for metal ion
analysis in water and cellular bioimaging applications.
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Appendix A

Reagents and Instruments

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The various metal
ions, including Mn2+, Cu2+, Mg3+, Co2+, Cd2+, Ba2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, and Fe3+, were
prepared from (98%) MnCl2 · 4H2O, (99%) CuCl2 · 4H2O, (99%) Mg(CH3COO)2 · 4H2O, (98%)
Co(NO3)2 · 6H2O, (98%) Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O, (99%) Ba(CH3COO)2, (98%) Pb(CH3COO)2 ·
3H2O, (98%) NiCl2 · 6H2O, (98%) Zn(CH3COO)2 ·2H2O and (99%) FeCl3 · 6H2O. The surface
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morphology and crystal structure of GQDs were investigated using a field-emission trans-
mission electron microscope (FE-TEM; JEM-2100F, JEQL, Tokyo, Japan). The diameter and
size distribution of GQDs were estimated from the TEM micrographs using the ImageJ soft-
ware (LOCI, Madison, WI, USA). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR; Nicloet
iS50, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), Raman spectroscopy (DXR3, Thermo
Fisher Scientific), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; iCAP PRP XPS, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) were utilized to analyze the functional groups and chemical bonding state
of GQDs, respectively. The optical and PL properties of GQDs were further examined using
UV-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis; Spectramax Plus 384, Molecular Devices Co., San Jose,
CA, USA) and fluorescence spectroscopy (Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer,
Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The time-resolved fluorescence experiment was performed
using Spex Fluorolog-3 (Horiba Instruments, Piscataway, NJ, USA); a time-correlated single
photon counting method was employed.

Figure A1. (a) UV-vis absorbance spectra of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) before/after the
introduction of Fe3+ under visible light and (b) fluorescence decay profile of GQDs and GQDs with
10 µM of Fe3+.

Table A1. Comparisons of the limit of detection (LOD) of Fe3+ detection between nanocarbons in the
present study with those previously reported.

Nanocarbon Type Source Synthesis Technique Quantum Yield (%) LOD of Fe3+

(µM)
Reference

P-CQDs Pine wood Hydrothermal 4.69 0.36 [22]

GQDs
Nickel form (Growth
substrate) + Ethanol

(Carbon source)

CVD—Electronical
cutting 10 7.22 [48]

RBD-GQDs Rhodamine B +
Ethanol + EDA Reflux condensation 43 0.02 [49]

S-GQDs Graphite + NaPTS Electrolysis 10.6 0.004 [50]
DA-GQDs CA + EDC + NHS Pyrolysis 10.2 0.007 [51]

GQDs CA Pyrolysis 27.4 1.60 [52]
CDs Onion waste Hydrothermal 28 0.31 [53]
CDs Mango peel Pyrolysis 8.5 1.20 [54]

N-CDs Poa Tratensis Hydrothermal 7 1.40 [55]
N-GQDs Citric acid + ammonia Hydrothermal 30.7 - [56]

GQDs Watermelon rind
waste Hydrothermal 37 0.28 Our work

Note: rhodamine B derivative-functionalized GQDs (RBD-GQDs); Sulfur-doped GQDs (S-GQDs); dopamine-
functionalized GQDs (DA-GQDs); Pine woods derived GQDs (P-CQDs); Ethylenediamine (EDA); Citric acid (CA);
Sodium p-toluenesulfonate (NaPTS); N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC);
and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS).
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Table A2. Summarized lifetime values of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and GQDs with 10 µM
of Fe3+.

Sample τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns) τ3 (ns) α1 (%) α2 (%) α3 (%) τav (ns)

GQDs 2.12 5.98 9.69 28.99 49.93 21.73 6.94
GQDs + Fe3+ 1.78 3.55 7.22 25.28 46.18 28.54 5.18
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